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With the application of database technology，An enormous amout of data about 
taxation management is stored at every taxtation bureau. More and more tax 
collectors pay their respect to analyse this collected data and mining interesting 
knowledge from it. However, due to the different points in time, using different 
software come on-line to make these data into “ information isolated islands”. 
How to make use of these valuable data, from which summarize the work of the 
development of tax laws for tax administration and provide a basis for policy 
formulation is a major issue in the process of taxation information. 
This thesis introduces the topic of the research background, the current level 
of tax information, tax information and data focused on integrating the use of the 
situation; the basic concepts of data warehouse, data structure and data warehouse 
design method and procedures to conduct a detailed study; analysis of tax data 
warehouse business requirements, propose design goals; describes the overall 
framework of the tax warehouse design, data extraction design, data storage 
design, design of data mining, data query and display design; detailed information 
on the establishment of data warehouse implementation, materialized view 
implementation, data extraction implementation, the realization of data storage, 
data mining implementation, analysis of the decision-making in the 
implementations of the analysis shows, and gives way to the realization of key 
technologies. 
Some sophisticated tools and methods are used in the thesis, with good 
adaptability and reliability. This system can quickly and easily build a data 
warehouse with good data display and data mining interface and simple operation, 
which has good application value. 
This thesis is a specific application of data warehouse technology to the tax 
collection system, for Integrated Query data sets and data mining to support an 
attempt to make tax policy Decision. 
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